
Appendix 

Transcript 

Date: Saturday, October 22, 2016 

1 G: a::I want to buy(..)[° yeah  I°  want  to  tAKE  IT] 

2 A:                     [° you got your  card on you? °] 

3 G: I GOT 

4 A: °come and grab a seat°   

5 G: CAN I CHOOSE THE NUMBER? or:::  

6 A: °yeyeyeah° 

7 ((walking)) ((music in the background))   

8 (19.0) 

9 ((sitting down)) 

10 D: so for the contract itself, um: if we feel like  

11    we don’t want to continue the contract can we  

12    just like stop it (..) fo:r= 

13 A: =after the twelve months  

14 D: oh after the twelve months=  

15 A: =yeah.  

16 D: so [i  t ’ s  i  t ’  s]  

17 A:    [after eleven months] ↑ if you wanna cancel you  
18      can get in there just give in case.((pointing screen)) 

19 G: after eleven↑ 
20 A: after eleven. 

21 (2.0) 

22  A: is the service for the:: EE aa for the:: Three is 

23    good? ↑ or:: 
24  A: we[got nin ]ty-ninety eight percent coverage in the UK  

25  G:   [ in the ]the UK? ↑ 
26 A: yeah 

27 G: all over the city in the UK? ↑ 
28 A: and you get 4G for free as well we [ don’t] 

39  G:            [4G for] 

40   free in all over the city in the UK?   

41 A: everywhere yeah= 

42 G: =everywhere >°in the UK°< 

43 D: so it’s basically nine pounds for-for-four g 

44 A: four gig of data, unlimited minutes and texts.  

45    (...) so-as-did I tell you earlier that they take  

46   the first payment next months?  

47 G: yeah     

48 A: >yeah< 

50 D: >°ha ah°< 

51 (…) 

52 G: for the: ten: po::int  

53 A: °ten forty eight.° 

54 G: yeah ten forty eight.  

45 (7.0) 

46 D: °should I buy this one too? ↑°  
47 G: I think so, like right now you don’t have any 

48    time (.) next-next day or de-and the weekdays. 

49    o ya °the number°(…) it’s automatic right? ↑   

50 A: automatic payment so you got your card with you? ↑    
51 G: yup   

52 A: excellent↑ (2.0) just one ya? ↑ 
53 G: emm  

54 D: °two°  

55 A: >you wanna it as well<= 

56 G: =°>yeah<°  

57   (…) 



58 A: I’ll do your one first  

59 G: °o yeh°  

60 A: you single, married? 

61 D: a::: (.) si:ngle= 

62 G: =ahahaha  

63 A: why did you think that for a second?= 

64 G: =ahaha[ ha   ha ] 

65 D:       [hahahaha ] >i don’t know< 

66 A: a:: student? 

67 D: yes.  

68 A: you hesitated.  

69 A: so, what size sim do you,[nano sim ya]  

70 G:                          [e r r : :  ]this one   

     I don’t know is this micro or nano? 

71 A: °nano as [w e l l]°    

72 G:          [ahahaha] 

73 A: all the iphone is nano= 

74 G: hahaha->I don’t really know<-hahaha] 

75 A: is: only I think the 4s took a micro, anything after  

     the 5 is nano=  

76 G: =is nano  

 (2.3) 

77 A: where are you guys from? 

78 G: Indonesia= 

79 A: =Indonesia  

80 G: =ya: haha 

81 (1.5)  

82 A: studying in Cov ↑ or Warwick?= 

83 G: =in Warwick. is good in the Warwick the service right?↑ 
84 A: yeyeah also in the Cov is, cause we got a lot of student    

buying. 

 

 

 

 


